
 

 

balzer art projects is proud to present Sebastian Mejia’s second solo show in the 
gallery, entitled KONZEPTFREI.  Mejia’s work is characterized by an unbound 
imagination and creative spontaneity. He is interested in the dissemination of visual 
information in different cultures, especially the dichotomy between European and 
Latin-American traditions. In his analysis and subsequent visual implementation, the 
artist does not differentiate between seemingly innocuous subjects, such as a 
museum gallery containing “masterpieces” in massive gilded frames, and politically 
more problematic subjects, such as equestrian sculptures celebrating victorious 
military leaders.  He concentrates on the Western canon, traditions of cultural and 
artistic excellence and imperialist histories.  His aesthetics of ambiguity and analytic 
attitude help to build a bridge between the historical realities of colonialism and the 
political reality of contemporary economics, politics and culture.  
 
In KONZEPTFREI, Mejia walks the viewer through the history of the Western artistic 
canon in a playful, yet critical way.  His strategies of sometimes almost pitiless 
appropriation exemplify a post-romantic quest for what could be considered the 
“essence” of historic artistic excellence. Mejia takes on the role of a dilettante, 
almost naively “walking through the “temples” of Western “high” culture” and 
selecting allegedly timeless myth and symbols of artistic superiority.  At times, 
Mejia’s work appears to be a quixotic endeavor per se, one where he – 
courageously, yet at first sight, ineffectively - struggles against the bastions of 
artistic superiority. At the same time, with the choice of materials, such as plastic 
foil, permanent marker and other non-art related tools, he places an ironic and quite 
critical spin upon Western art historical narrative.  
 
In the current exhibition, Mejia deliberately juxtaposes older work such as the 
broken ceramic fans from 2011with brand new pieces, such as the foil dresses 
(such as Veronika H.) and perspective paintings, such as Winter- and Spring-Salon.  
He is also showing more complex pieces, which have never been shown in 
Switzerland, such as the rolled-up equestrian statue, entitled John Hawkwood.  
 
Sir John Hawkwood was 14th century English mercenary or condottiere who was 
active in Italy. He served first the Pope and then various factions in Italy for over 30 
years, amassing a fortune in land and gold. Hawkwood’s biography epitomizes 
issues of cultural, military and economic imperialism which Mejia has been 
researching and which are highlighted in their symbolic significance as mythological, 
political, military, literary, cultural, aesthetic and intellectual “icons” in the artist’s 
work.  Having grown up in colonized Colombia, Mejia is interested in countries with 
traditions of cultural and artistic excellence, as well as imperialist histories.   
 
Mejia’s aesthetics of ambiguity and analytic attitude help to build a bridge between 
the historical realities of colonialism and the political reality of today, especially in 
Latin America. At the same time, his sense of humor, which is a dominant feature in 
all of his artistic undertakings, functions as comic relief and promotes a post-
modernist, less confrontational, attitude towards the political reality of Latin 
America. 



 

 

 
Mejia’s work is also an epistemological enquiry into the nature of knowledge, how it 
is acquired, presented and how knowledge can be retained, communicated and 
implemented.  Drawing from Plato’s “Allegory of the Cave”, Mejia claims that 
language is the barest shadow of reality. Translated into the “visual” - shadows of 
objects cannot represent the reality of “forms.”  Truth must be experienced rather 
than told because language fails to convey belief.   
 
In his silhouette wall drawings, styrofoam pedestals, rolled-up sculptures and foil 
paintings, Mejia supports the prevailing view of language and visual communication 
as culturally biased; he also questions the historically and culturally construed 
reference models originating in Ancient Greece.  The large plastic drawings of 
dresses from well-known works of art (such as Diego Velasquez “Las Meninas”) 
continue to challenge the preeminence of Greco-Roman reference systems in 
Europe.  By using clear, cheap, light-weight plastic sheets and permanent markers 
to draw symbols and scenes of these widely held cultural biases, he stresses the 
dichotomy of low and high culture, of  “heavy” (–handed) Imperialist theory and non-
Western cultural assumptions. Traditional techniques are used to suggest a 
viewpoint of the world, which is both fabricated and romantic.  Mejia is particularly 
fascinated by drawing and painting, without being a trained painter himself.  As 
ephemeral as his works seem at first sight, they are simultaneously parallel, and yet 
counter, to the digital reality of the 21st century.   
 
Sebastian Mejia was born in 1980 in Cali, Colombia.  He received his early artistic 
training at the Universidad Javerina in Bogota, before he graduated in 2011 with a 
Master of Fine Arts with Prof. Monika Brandmeier from the Dresden Academy of 
Fine Arts (Hochschule für Bildende Künste.  Mejia’s work has been shown widely in 
group and solo shows and has been collected by public and private institutions.  In 
the Fall/Winter 2013/14, Mejia was invited by the Humboldt Lab, Museen Dahlem, 
Berlin to install a site-specific project, entitled Mensch-Objekt-Jaguar at the 
Ethnological Museum (in collaboration with the Ethnographer Andrea Schulz). In this 
project, Mejia successfully contrasted colonial cultural appropriation patterns, their 
historical political reality with the contemporary dissemination of information in an 
education institution, such as a museum. Mejia also received the competitive and 
prestigious residency fellowship of the Kunststiftung NRW, the Cary and Dan 
Bronner Stiftung, both Düsseldorf, die Artists´ Studios und the Goethe-Institute, both 
in Tel Aviv.  He will spend July until December 2014 in Israel. 
 


